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Dear students,

Warm welcome to Vedantaa lnstitute of Medical Sciences, Dahanu

We once again congratulate you for choosing medical profession as your career and to serve the

nation by offering service to human beings.

The academic year for your batch will start from 2nd February 2021. We are pleased to inform you that

we have arranged an orientation program for 1't year MBBS batch 2020-21 on 1't February 202L at

9.30 am in the institute. Allthe students of batch 2020-27 are required to attend the same. This will

be followed by visit to the departments of Anatomy, Physiology & Biochemistry and various other

facilities, Your parents are also invited to attend the orientation program. Separate sitting

arrangement will be made for the parents in the institute auditorium.

As per the National Medical Commission (NMC), a new module known as AETCOM module is

compulsorily taught as a part of the new medical curriculum. This module deals with attitude, ethics

and communication while dealing with the patients. When it comes to communication, your dressing

matters a lot. Clothing for medical professionals is more than just a matter of personal style. lt's about

creating a good first impression on patients and projecting the more professional image often

a5sociated with medicine. What you wear is likely to influence patient opinions about the doctors.

The students are required to come decently dressed whiie attending the orientation program. You

shall come in formal dress that suits the profession (doctor) that you have chosen. After all the society

looks at you as future doctors. Come in proper decent clean formal dress, trimmed & combed hair

with polished shoes. Aprons will be compulsory while being in the laboratory or the hospital. Jeans

and T-shirts will not be allowed during teaching activities including clinical postings. lndecent dressing

is not at all allowed in our institute campus.

There will be a foundation course for the new batch as per the new curriculum. Detailed program will

be provided to you shortly. Foundation course will be undertaken on daily basis along with other

teaching activities, and it will be taken by the internal and external invited faculties.

You will get a very good learning atmosphere in our campus. Wish you a very successful journey at

VIMS.

With best wishes,
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